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1. State of Knowledge Report & Process-Geometric BEP Index

Published to WALTeR, June 2018
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The SOK Report (2018)
The State of Knowledge (SOK) Report is one of 5 deliverables for a three-year (2015-2018)
Pennsylvania Great Lakes Services Integration (GLS) Project funded by PA DEP.

• Reviews coastal-change patterns, processes, management, and forecasting on US bluff
coasts with a specific focus on Pennsylvania.
• Identifies info gaps & provides recommendations to assist future science-based coastal
management decision-making.
• Identifies a nationally-developing best-management practice (BMP) for delineating bluff
setbacks. Pennsylvania could consider adopting this conservative approach over the long
term to reduce risk associated with bluff retreat.
• The SOK is available online for interested stakeholders
on the WALTeR website (pawalter.psu.edu).
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Additional GLS Project Components
• Bluff change maps using GIS analysis of aerial photography and LiDAR data from 2012 &
2015, at 20-m transect intervals. Long-term rates (1938-2015) incorporate map data
provided by the USACE (Cross et al., 2016) (ongoing).
• Bluff Erosion Potential (BEP) Index to assist planners and property owners. The BEP Index
uses a process-geometric approach (retreat rates, slopes, geology, groundwater) to map
erosion hazard swaths at sub-watershed -to- municipality scales (ongoing).
• Pennsylvania Bluff Management
Guide to enhance existing services
and information already provided to
coastal stakeholders by PA DEP. It
will compliment the Vegetative Best
Management Practices Manual
(Cross et al. 2007, 2017) (ongoing).
• WALTeR web portal – a website for
access to geospatial & environmental
information for the PA coast (live).

Image courtesy J. Moore, DEP (LEEF 2016)
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The Economic Context of Bluff Retreat in Erie County
Erie County DPS HMP (2012): 265 structures & property (~$66 million) at risk of significant
damage or destruction from coastal erosion over the next century.

Viticulture contributed ~$2.4 billion (directly, indirectly) to the state economy in 2007 (PA
Winery Assoc., 2009). Most grape production occurs within 5 km of the coast; a component is
5
susceptible to economic losses due to bluff retreat.

Brief History of Bluff Research in Erie County
73 kilometers of the ~123 km Lake Erie coast consists of unconsolidated bluffs with crest
elevations of 1.5-55 m (5-180 ft). Erosion is prevalent.
PA DEP has monitored bluff change since the early 1980s – field-based, 4-yearly, 0.5 km
intervals: erosion rates by municipality range from 0.1 to 0.3 m/yr. Many related research
projects conducted by P. Knuth @ EUP (1980s-2000s).
2004: GIS analysis by PA DEP allowed updating of Bluff Recession Hazard Areas (BRHAs) and
construction setbacks, based on a 30-yr average annual retreat rate (AARR) and three building
lifetimes (PA DEP, 2013).
Present: The GLS project’s high-resolution LiDAR/aerial imagery GIS analysis is scaled to the
dimensions of bluff failure processes and features. Map features and geometry enable
mapping of relative erosion hazard zones (BEP Index).
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DEP-Mapped Erosion Rates
uses CRMP control points
to derive municipality AARR averages
(GLS project rates are pending)

(courtesy J. Moore, DEP; LEEF 2016)
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2. Geology – The Global Distribution of Bluffs

Coastal cliffs and bluffs (low banks <1.5 m excluded). Bluff coasts have less urbandevelopment pressures than beach, coastal plain, and delta coasts.
(Image: modified from Emery and Kuhn, 1982).
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Geology – What Does Bluff Retreat Look Like?

Common bluff failure
mechanisms defined by:
Material composition
Rate of movement
Internal water content
We get all but two!

Image modified from
Highland & Johnson, US
Geological Survey Fact
Sheet 2004-3072, 2004).
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Detour 1: U. Wisconsin’s 3D Bluff-Retreat Animation

https://geography.wisc.edu/coastal/viz3d/
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Geology – Typical Complete (4-Part) Stratigraphic Profile in PA
Tall bluffs are often stepped because geotechnical properties vary:
The basal bedrock toe (0-7 m tall) has slopes of 35-90O. (350,000,000 yrs)
Glacial till section above bedrock has slopes of 40-90O. (>18,000 yrs)
Lacustrine and overlying beach-ridge sands/pea gravels have slopes of 50-90O. (<18,000 yrs)
Slopes locally exceed 90O when overhangs occur.
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Geology – Typical Appearance of a High Bluff

Groundwater exits springs in the late Pleistocene beach-ridge strata on the left and
right sides of the image, causing instability (rotational slumps).
(Image: PA DEP at www.dep.pa.gov)
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Geology – Wave-Dominated Bluff Failure on Lower Bluffs

High lake
level

Wave-induced toe erosion of dominantly glacial till bluffs, slumping due to groundwater flux,
vertical jointing, and a narrow beach.
Result is a steep, non-equilibrium, retreating bluff face (topples, mud & debris flows).
(Image: PA DEP at www.dep.pa.gov)
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Geology – Groundwater-Dominated Bluff Failure on high Bluffs

Two active rotational slumps in sandy beach-ridge and lacustrine sediments.
The slip planes bottom-out at the underlying glacial tills, and debris slides and soil creep
keep the bluff face free of vegetation. Note the large pre-1880 rotational slump.
(Image: PA DEP at www.dep.pa.gov)
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Bluff Retreat – Very Long-Term Parallel Profile Retreat - Centuries

Schematic model showing an unconsolidated bluff where bedrock is absent.
The nearshore and the entire bluff profile consist of cohesive materials without any
stratigraphic complexity or variability in geotechnical properties.
(Image: modified from Geomorphic Solutions, 2010 and Davidson-Arnott, 2010)
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Bluff Retreat – Long-Term Cyclical Profile Retreat - Decades

A repeating Failure Cycle can result in extended periods of bluff-crest stability (low AARRs;
time 1-2) alternating with shorter periods of significant crest retreat (high AARRs; time 2-3).
The post-slump gentle slope at time-3 is an intermediate stable state, but renewed toe
erosion will ultimately steepen the slope and cause renewed failure at time 4-5.
(Image: Zuzek et al., 2003)
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Bluff Retreat – Interm.-Term West Erie County Observations - Years

The bluff rarely retreats in a purely planar mode because erosion and deposition at different
elevations continually change local slopes.

Regrading to a stable slope (e.g., time-3) is not seen (short timeframe; continuous toe erosion).
(Image: Amin, 2001)
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Bluff Retreat – Short-Term Western Erie County Observations - 2018

Wave-cut notch …… then …..

Tensional fractures, topples, flows
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3. Bluff-Retreat Causes – A Long List!
FACTOR

RELATIVE IMPORTANCE
EXPLANATION
CRITICAL HIGH MOD LOW Premise: Long-term AARRs indirectly reflect these (often ill-defined) geotechnical and process controlling variables

AAR Rate Bluff crest AARR 2008-2015 (7 yr AARR)
Bluff crest AARR 1938-2015 (77 yr AARR)

o
o

x

x

Not ideal, because small changes may occur over 7 yrs in specific areas, relative to mapping uncertainty
Ideal case. Longer-term change data yield better statistics, capture environmental factors, and match prediction timeframes

x

Highlights areas of extra-steep slopes (more likely to fail than less-steep slopes)
Most straightforward; has a basis in construction codes (IBC) and regulations (Ontario; Wi)
Highlights areas of extra-steep slopes (more likely to fail than less-steep slopes) See Figure 4
Suggests future stability or instability: e.g., steep slopes at the crest may increase failure likelihood
Suggests future stability or instability: e.g., large-difference swaths may cause stability or instability (cause dependent)

x

SYSTEM OUPUTS:
Angle
VISIBLE
BLUFF
CONSEQUENCES

Bluff slope in excess of watershed average (all-transect average)
Bluff slope in excess of mgmt-favored 18.5 degrees and 33 degrees
Present bluff slope relative to watershed slope average
Near-crest or near-toe steep-swath location
2012-2015 bluff-face change: erosional and depositional swaths

Gwater Relative groundwater flux through the bluff face
Proximity to incised streams and (groundwater) re-entrants
Till - Lacustrine contact topography = lateral groundwater directivity
Waves
SYSTEM INPUTS:
PROCESSES
DRIVING
&
EFFECTING
CHANGE

Wave energy delivered/year to bluff
Presence/absence/height of a shale toe
Beach width (bluff toe to shoreline)
Bathymetric shielding or focusing of wave energy by shoals
Presque Isle and marina wave shielding

Gravity Bluff crest elevation
Material shear, compressive, and tensile strengths
Buildings/large tree mass
Runoff

Bluff plateau landward/lakeward slope
Bluff face and plateau remediation efforts

Climate Number of freeze days
snowfall/ice mass

x
o

x
x
x

o

x
x
x
x

o

x
x
x
x

o
o

x
x

Large fluxes cause bluff instability (lubrication, mass, reduced shear strength)
Sloping water tables near the bluff may deflect groundwater away from the bluff face
Bumpy topography influences groundwater flow along top of till and may induce ravine formation and crest retreat
Unavailable for this project; an important factor in non-shale-toe bluffs in western Erie County where beach volume varies
Important in western Erie County, where it's often absent; can allow hydrodynamic driving forces to be relatively large
Larger-volume beaches reduce hydrodynamic forces at the bluff toe and lower face
Large nearshore sand/till shoals may shield part of the coast in western Erie County
Smaller waves reach the bluff - less toe erosion occurs as a result
Taller bluffs are associated with larger slumps
Very scarce information for the PA coast - unavailable this project
Add mass to the bluff top and lead to greater instability

x
x

Affects runoff over, and groundwater flux at, the bluff face
When effectively designed, these pull surface water and groundwater away from bluff face

x
x

Non-variant along coast; can change over decades (climate cycles); can seasonally reduce groundwater flux at the bluff face
Somewhat variable along the coast; may randomly overload short sectors of bluff

The relative importance of hydrodynamic and subaerial factors driving bluff change in19PA.

Lake Level Cyclicity – Moves Wave Attack On/Off the Bluff
It is unknown how lake levels will change over the next century: consensus is a ~1.8ft drop

Red line: long-term average (1918-2017)
lake level (meters above IGLD-1985 datum)

Source: NOAA-GLERL Great Lakes Water Level Dashboard

+6ft over past century @ ~9 degree Bf slope = >40 ft of beach inundation = more toe attack by waves
A future -1.8ft drop = a >12ft increase in beach width = less toe attack by waves
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Groundwater – Alters Bluff Coefficient of Internal Friction

Former lake floor
sands & silts
Strand plain sands
& gravels
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Groundwater – Alters Bluff Stability by Sub-Watershed
Erie Co. Precip ~104 cm/yr
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Waves – Attack the Bluff Toe
R2% = 1.1 [ [(0.35Bf (Ho/Lo)0.5 ] + [ (HoLo (0.563Bf2 + 0.004))0.5 ]]
(Stockdon et al, 2006)
2
Stormy seas! Ho=3m, T=7.1s, Lo=78m a=290, Bf=110: R2%=2.3 m ……… bluff toe often @ ~SWL+0.7m
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Bluff Height – Big Bluffs Allow Bigger Slumps
An 800 lakeward-sloping slip/failure plane will
intersect the bluff plateau farther inland for a
taller bluff.
So, more crest retreat per failure event
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4. Managing the Hazard by Regulating Construction – PA Setbacks

In PA, bluff-erosion hazards are accommodated using minimum bluff setback distances
(MBSDs) within established BRHAs that comprise ~90% of the mainland coast. Some
municipalities use setbacks that exceed the State minimum.
Setback ~ AARR (muni ave) x 50/75/100 yrs
(Table: PA DEP Municipal Reference Document; PA DEP, 2013)
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Managing the Hazard by Regulating Construction – Ohio

An Ohio Coastal Erosion Area (CEA) map from Painesville on the Lake. Red lines delineate CEA
limits (CEA=AARRx30yr), which mark the likely bluff edge in +30 yrs.
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(Image: http://apps.ohiodnr.gov/Website/Geosurvey/2010_CEA_pdf/CEA_MAPBOOK_LAKE_342.pdf)

Managing the Hazard by Regulating Construction – Ohio

Model “revetment + slope regrade” mitigation design provided to engineering contractors by
OH DNR.
Note recommendation for a 26.50 regraded (SSA) slope.
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(Image: OH Coastal Design Manual, coastal.ohiodnr.gov/portals/coastal/pdfs/designmanual/Ch4_5A.pdf)

Managing the Hazard by Regulating Construction – Wisconsin
“PA regs”

AARRxT

Future
bluff
crest

Front
wall of
your
future
house

Future lake bed

The Stable Slope Angle (SSA) concept used to map construction setback lines on bluffs.
The total setback comprises an AARR integrated over a specified construction or planning
timeframe (T), an SSA setback, and an optional minimum facility setback (MFS).
(Image: Luloff & Keillor, 2016)
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Managing the Hazard by Landscape Reconstruction – Wisconsin
A $12M bluff-erosion mitigation at
Concordia University, L. Michigan, WI.
The 1 km bluff face was regraded to an
engineered SSA of 25~30O
Low-mass vegetation was added
Surface and groundwater control was
incorporated

A rip-rap revetment was placed at the
bluff toe to limit erosion and add
buttressing.
In the background, naturally steepersloped bluffs (~55O) continue to erode.
A very artistic solution to an erosion
problem!
(Image: jsonline.com)

Managing the Hazard – FEMA Federal Construction Guidance

The upper image uses an AARRxT term and an MFS term.
The lower image uses SSA and MFS terms. The AARRxT term is excluded because wave
attack is arrested.
Hence, FEMA recognizes that stopping retreat at the toe won’t necessarily stop crest retreat.
(Image: modified from FEMA Residential Coastal Construction Training Guide at www.fema.gov)
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Detour 2: U. Wisconsin’s Setback Calculator – Can Try This at Home!

https://geography.wisc.edu/coastal/viz3d/: Problematic for 300 ft deep lots ?
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5. The GLS Bluff Erosion Potential (BEP) Index
Concept: Using geometric simplicity to approximate nature’s natural complexity !
The BEP model incorporates:
• Short- and long-term AARRs (3 yrs; 37 yrs)
• Present bluff slope (PBS), watershed-average slope (WSA), & stable slope angles (SSA)
• Construction setback principles from FEMA, IBC, CCC, ORDOGAMI, and several Great
Lakes coastal management agencies.
The goal of the BEP Index is to map relative erosion hazard along and landward of the
bluff.
Recognizes that bluffs retreat due to a large number of driving forces (in the lake & on the
land) over long time scales. Collectively, these processes drive crest retreat that varies
spatially and temporally.

Lacustrine sediments, sloping @ ~500
Glacial tills, sloping @ ~750
Foreshore, sloping @ ~100
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BEP Index: The Concept of Long-Term Parallel Retreat

Schematic cross-section showing parallel bluff face retreat.

Stratigraphy consists of paleo-strandplain (PSP) sands & gravels, paleo-lacustrine plain (PLP)
33
sands and silts, glacial till(s), and shale bedrock.

BEP Index: The Concept of Very Long-Term Natural Slope Regrading

Schematic cross-section showing the slope-regrading component of bluff evolution.
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BEP Index: Retreat + Regrading => BEP Hazard Swaths

Schematic cross-section showing combined retreat + regrading components of bluff retreat.

Bluff Erosion Potential decreases progressively in the landward direction, moving from the
active-hazard VHEP zone at the bluff face towards the LEP zone inland.
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BEP Index Details – Draft Map View
Four BEP zones use 5 parameters from LiDARDEMs and aerial images using 20 m transects
(DSAS ArcGIS extension; Thieler et al., 2009):
1 The PBS slope @ each transect (O).
2 The elevation of the 2015 bluff crest (SWL).
3 The AARR using 2012-2015 (AARR3) & 19382015 (AARR77) (m/yr).
4 The WSA (e.g. 45O), geotechnical 33O SSA,
and planning-based 18.5O SSA slopes (O).
5 The presence/absence of a shale toe (m).

Very schematic map view of the BEP Index
zones extending landward from the OHWM.

The black-dashed line is a common 200 ft
(~61 m) PA setback line.

In the landward direction:
Very High Erosion Potential (VHEP) zone
High Erosion Potential (HEP) zone (~75 yr)
Moderate Erosion Potential (MEP) zone (125 yr)
Low Erosion Potential (LEP) zone (~175 yr).
The zones may extend as much as 250 m
landward of the OHWM, beyond which the
erosion potential becomes insignificant.
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BEP Index Assumptions
•

Using a 77-year bluff-change record to obtain AARRs “averages” the effects of variability
in lake levels, wave regime, coastal structure performance, short-term climate,
groundwater flux, bluff failure mode, etc.

•

Reference timeframes (T) of 50-125-200 years reflect very conservative lifetimes of
residential through industrial construction. About 3200 DSAS geo-transects @ a 20 m
spacing are scaled to bluff-change features.

•

Two a-priori stable slope geometries are chosen based on current best practices (18.5O)
and general bluff geotechnical properties (33O). Watershed WSA and transect-specific
PBS slopes reflect the bluff’s response to watershed processes.

•

Internal geologic boundaries and the bluff-plateau have a planar-horizontal geometry.

•

KEY: BEP zones are a present-day snapshot of relative erosion hazard along and inland
of the shoreline over 1-2 building lifetimes.
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BEP Index Details – Section View – Recap

The VHEP zone is the zone of active bluff instability (OHWM to crest) where construction is
inherently risky. It lies lakeward of the existing municipal setback line.
Just inland, the landward limit of the HEP zone is equal to (AARRx50 yr) plus a distance
related to the angular difference between the PBS and WSA slopes.
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Is there Precedent?

BEP will be similar to the DOGAMI erosion hazard model for the OR coast. The width of
each hazard zone will vary along-coast (Allan & Priest, 2001; Priest & Allan, 2004).
(Image: DOGAMI HazVu Statewide Geohazards Viewer, at www.oregongeology.org)
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Conclusions
Globally, reducing bluff-erosion hazards is complicated! The AARRxT+SSA approach to
setbacks is being used/considered in Ca, Mi, Mn, NY, Or, Wi, and Ontario (e.g., Johnsson,
2003; Ohm, 2008; Kastrosky et al., 2011; Luloff & Keillor, 2016).
The BEP Index has a “reader-friendly” time-space aspect because BEP hazard zones are
shown (rather than a single setback line).
The BEP Index will be available via the WALTeR Web Portal to allow visualization of bluff
hazards by coastal stakeholders and planners.

Caveat: BEP hazard zones will be unrelated to current legal setback requirements in PA.
However, ocean and Great Lakes states are steadily moving to more conservative setbacks!
Slope and
facedifference
maps show
failureprone steep
zones and
zones of
recent
activity

HEP
MEP

LEP
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